
Black Hills HS (est. 1997)     STUDIO ART              PROJECT ASSIGNMENT 
 

 
WHY:   Produce a durable artwork of personal significance and meaning for others to enjoy. 
 

TOPIC / THEME:  PROJECT #1 – ME at WORK 
   Paint a picture of you at work, doing your job, doing your chore(s), laboring, etc. 
   This project theme coincides with Realism and the birth pangs or beginnings of Modern Art. 
 
EXAMPLES/IDEAS: A picture of YOU… dusting, vacuuming, sweeping, cooking dishwashing or doing housework  

raking, digging, sweeping, weeding, mowing or doing yard work 
      studying, researching or doing homework/schoolwork 
      working at your place of employment 
  
SUGGESTIONS:  Make a list or make sketches of possibilities. 

Work from your own original photographs.  Shoot from different angles.  Print those pictures. 
Play with cropping and composition ideas.  Vertical or horizontal?  Setting or background?  
Look up/look at other artists’ subjects and styles. 
What style appeals to you?  Whimsical?  Playful?  Expressive?  Serious?  Realistic? 
Work on this project in class each day, each week when not working on other assignments. 
Work on this project in class, instead of working on your cell phone. 

 
IMAGE SOURCES: Photos, sketches, notes, observations, memories, intuition, imagination, etc. 
 
MEDIA/MATERIALS: acrylic paint 
 
SURFACE:  stretched canvas, canvas board, panel board, plywood, etc. 
 
SIZE:   16 x 20 inches 
 
ASSIGNED:  Friday, February 2nd  
 
DUE:   Thursday, March 1st     
 
PRESENTATION:  Hand in/display the finished painting with a complete/typed display tag and statement. 
 
 

Project paintings will be assessed by the instructor, by the students who made them, or both. 
  

A grade of more than 60% is earned when more than 60% of the points possible are earned. 
   

Preview the assessment form to plan ahead and meet this assignment’s criteria.   
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NAME:      PERIOD: DATE:          PROJECT:      
 

NO OIL PAINTS.     OILS REQUIRE SIX (6) MONTHS TO DRY!    OIL PAINTINGS ARE NOT CREDITED.    READ PAINT LABELS CAREFULLY! 
 

Evaluate the finished PROJECT (painting) based on the following criteria… 
 
1 The finished painting’s edge-to-edge measurements are 16 x 20 inches (or larger). 

< 9 x 12 9 x 12 11 x 14 12 x 16 16 x 20 
 
2 The painting is on stretched canvas, canvas board, plywood or panel board – something rigid and durable – made to accept paint and lots of it. 

NO  DEBATABLE  DEFINITELY, YES! 
 
3 The artist waited until the painting was completely dry before displaying it or handing it in.  (OIL PAINTINGS ARE NOT CREDITED.) 

NO  SORTA’  YES! THANK YOU. 
 
4 The artist applied care and craftsmanship to the painting.  It is free of dents, curls, bends, creases, ripples folds, tears, smudges, stains, etc.  

POOR CONDITION  SOME DAMAGE  EXCELLENT SHAPE 
 
5 The artist demonstrated fluency with acrylic paint.  Every part of the picture surface is covered/coated with acrylics.  There are no blank/bare 
primed canvas areas.  “White” areas exist because of the artist’s use of white paint.  If graphite was used at the start, it is now buried/hidden. 

UNFINISHED BARE AREAS GRAPHITE EXPOSED SOME BARE SPOTS COMPLETE COVERAGE 
 
6 The artist applied paint in careful bits/pieces (brushstrokes) that appear deliberate, precise and detailed vs. splashy, broad, undefined or loose.  

BROAD/LOOSE/UNDEFINED  HALF and HALF  DETAILED/PRECISE/CAREFUL 
 
7 The artist applied a variety of color/tonal variations changes throughout the entire picture area.  No one area is just a single solid color/tone. 

SOLID AREAS of COLOR/TONE  HALF and HALF  NO SOLID COLORS/TONES 
 
8 The artist’s painting fits the assigned art subject category.   
If it is supposed to be a portrait, it looks like a portrait.  If it’s a landscape, it looks like a landscape.  If it’s a still life, it looks like a still life.  

WRONG CATEGORY  DEBATABLE  NO DOUBT 
 
9 The artist’s painting exemplifies the assigned topic/theme.     The artwork’s topic/theme does not seem to avoid or skirt around the assigned 
topic/theme and the examples given.  (See reverse.)  It seems authentic, specific and precise, not broad, vague, generalized, generic, random, etc.       

BROAD/GENERAL/RANDOM  DEBATABLE  SPECIFIC/PRECISE/PERSONAL 
 
10 The artist included a revised, typed display tag and statement that follows the assigned format and accompanies the painting.   

INSUFFICIENT INCOMPLETE/MINIMAL NEEDS FIXING / EDITING THAT’LL DO / SPARSE PROFESSIONAL LOOKING 
 
 

E1 The artist worked from an image – a photo, a print, a drawing or a sketch and he/she included the image (or a copy of it) in his/her 

display information.      NOT THERE                                    THROWN IN                           WELL PRESENTED 
 
E2 The artist applied a color harmony or a limited palette of specific colors to create this painting.  This is obvious to the viewer, clearly 
explained in the artist’s statement, or both.   Color Harmony/Limited Palette Used:        
       UNCONVINCING                      DEBATABLE                  OBVIOUSLY 
 
E3 The artist visually quoted or made very specific reference to art history in the artwork.  The quote and/or reference is obvious to the 
viewer, explained in the artist’s statement, or both.   Art Historical Quote/Reference:       
       UNCONVINCING                      DEBATABLE                UNDENIABLE 
 
E4 The artist applied the technique of underpainting.  The artist did not paint the picture just one time by filling in each shape with the 
desired end color.  Instead, the artist painted the entire picture several times, starting with colors that would later complement or 
contrast, and ending with the approximate desired colors.  This is not the same as applying multiple coats of the same color to block out 
or cover a previous color.  Instead, each layer of a different color does not completely cover the previous color(s).  The final overall colors 
were not achieved by mixing or blending “correct” colors of paint and then brushing them into their places on the canvas.  Instead, colors 
were left to be optically mixed or blended by the viewer’s own eye.  The multiple layers of colors that incompletely overlap, 
complement, and contrast with one another, may also generate a vibrant sort of “visual kinetic energy.”    
       UNCONVINCING                      DEBATABLE                  EXEMPLARY 

 
 

OVERALL ASSESSMENT: 
INSUFFICIENT WEAK OKAY STRONG EXEMPLARY 

 

* “EXTRAS” are counted when assigned and/or when they help the overall assessment.  They do not count against it. 


